Windows Seven Migration
Considering the multitude of sometimes
contradictory information, it is not always
easy to know what is technically possible to realize the Windows Seven
migration of ATMs.

Hardware Upgrade
Exatec ATM supplies complete PC qualified for Windows Seven as well as
other upgrade types such as memory,
hard disk and boards for the ranges :

First of all, let’s identify the ranges of
ATMs depending on their migration’s
capability.

95% Compatible
Manufactured since 2008
Globally, all the ATMs manufactured
since 2008 have a PC supporting Windows Seven. It is nevertheless recommended to check the size of the memory and the hard disk.
We find the ranges Diebold Opteva
with PC " Denver " or "Sierra", the
ranges NCR SelfServ and the ranges
Wincor ProCash Xe USB and Cineo.

Partial Compatibility
Manufactured between 2003 & 2008
Regarding ATMs manufactured between
2003 and 2008, the PC must be usually
replaced as it is the case on the ranges
Diebold Opteva with PC " Breckenridge ",
the ranges NCR Persona with iMCRW reader and the ranges Wincor ProCash Xe.

Restricted Compatibility
Manufactured before 2004
For ATMs manufactured before 2004, only
NCR Personas 5886, 5887 and 5877 can be
upgraded, but with a heavy process of
replacement of the reader and the harness,
without counting the PC.
The other models of Persona, as well as the
ranges Diebold iX and Wincor ProCash NG
cannot be upgraded under Windows Seven
due to the fact they don’t have the drivers
for this OS.
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payment, transfer, inquiries, cardless operations…)
◦ Regardless the model and the
brand of the ATM

Your license with unlimited use,
is transferable from an ATM to
another one.
One unique application :

Whatever the model of ATM, Exatec
ATM proposes the right PC, at the best
price, and depending the needed configuration. It is absolutely not necessary to invest a brand new PC of the last
generation to upgrade any ATM in service for more than 7 years. These
ATMs can extend their life for at least
5 additional years, without compromising their profitability, both for the
hardware aspect and software aspect.

Software : Asoft ATM

◦
◦
◦
◦

Easy setting
Easy maintenance
Easy management
Same functionnalities on all ATMs

All functions :
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Withdrawal,
Cardless withdrawal,
Deposit,
Change,
Payment,
Reload of prepaid cards
Transfer, Inquiries...

NDC+, D912, ISO 8583

Services

Exatec ATM supplies the complete software solution developped by ArsBlue,
with the family Asoft A2Z, including
ATM software Asoft ATM, switch server, monitoring and videosurveillance.

Exatec ATM helps you for the migration of
your ATMs on Windows Seven, whatever is
the model or the brand, to allow you to
deploy your software solution on the whole
fleet of ATM.

Your ATM Software, Asoft ATM, gives
the incredible advantage to include all
functionalities with a unique license,
moreover, with the capability to transfer it on other ATMs, when will come
the time to replace the current ATMs.

Each Asoft ATM license is
attributed for life.
One unique license :
◦ Regardless the OS (XP, Seven…)
◦ Regardless the protocole (NDC,
D912, ISO 8583)
◦ Regardless the implemented functionalities (withdrawal, deposit,
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In addition to the settings and the tests
for migrations, Exatec ATM can train
your teams, add new functionalities,
customize your images and messages
and include videos.
The PC can be shipped with your application already installed and configured.
These services can also apply to ArsView Monitoring as well as the video
surveillance. Their advantages can be
tested free of charge during three
months, to allow you to see its interest
before deploying the solution on the
whole fleet.
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